
IDENTIFYING A GENUINE NFT 

PROJECT IS CRUCIAL TO ENSURE 

THAT YOU'RE NOT GETTING 

INVOLVED IN A SCAM OR 

INVESTING IN SOMETHING 

WITHOUT REAL VALUE.  

By 9NFTMANIA 
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Research  the Team 

 Start by researching the team behind the 

NFT project.  

 Look for their professional backgrounds 

and experience in the relevant field.  

 Teams with a proven track record are 

more likely to be involved in legitimate 

projects. 



Transparency 

 Genuine NFT projects are usually 

transparent about their goals, 

roadmaps, and development progress. 

  They provide detailed information on 

their websites or whitepapers.  

 Lack of transparency is a red flag. 



Community Engagement 

 Check if the project has an active and 

engaged community.  

 Legitimate NFT projects often have 

social media channels, forums, or 

Discord/Telegram groups. 

 On these platforms investors interact 

with their supporters and provide 

updates. 



Verification of Smart contracts 

 If you have some technical knowledge, 

you can verify the project's smart 

contract code on blockchain explorers.  

 This can help you confirm that the 

code is secure and not vulnerable to 

hacks. 



Provenance and Ownership 

 Ensure that the project provides clear 

provenance for the NFTs they are 

selling.  

 They should prove the authenticity and 

ownership history of the digital assets, 

especially for digital art and 

collectibles. 



Whitepaper and Roadmap 

 A whitepaper should outline the 

project's vision, goals, and how it plans 

to achieve them.  

 A clear roadmap helps you understand 

the project's future plans and 

milestones. 



Licensing and Copyright 

 If the NFTs are based on existing 

intellectual property, make sure the 

project has the necessary rights and 

licenses to use that content.  

 Unauthorized use of copyrighted 

materials can lead to legal issues. 



Use of Blockchain 

 Verify which blockchain the project is 

using.  

 Ethereum is a common choice, but 

there are other legitimate blockchains 

for NFTs, too.  

 Ensure that the project uses a 

reputable blockchain. 



Reputation and Reviews 

 Look for reviews and articles about the 

NFT project from reputable sources.  

 Be cautious of projects that have no 

external coverage or seem to be getting 

all their attention from self-promotion. 



Scam warning 

 Check for any scam warnings or 

negative information about the project 

in crypto forums or communities.  

 Scammers often use phishing websites 

and social engineering tactics to trick 

users. 



Contribution of 9NFTMANIA 

 Considering all above facts 9Nftmania 

(The world famous NFT brand) 

initiated development of Genuine NFT 

Collection on Opensea market and 

young parrot.  



9NFTMANIA Collections on  
Young Parrot 

Here collections main collections of 9NFTMANIA such as 

Kaizen , NFT girl, Unigecko, Blockavtar, Bored Ape 

collection, Cute Ghost, Whole piece collection, Game of 

cards, Game of Bitcoin.  



STACKING REWARDS 

There is also stacking program of Game 
of cards and whole piece collection. 

 



9NFTMANIA Collections on Opensea 

Here 9nftmania has introduced different greeting nft such as 

thank you and good morning.  Moreover there are some PI NFT , 

DOGE NFT, PEPE NFT, ARB NFT moreover  there is exclusive 

collection of different avtaars. 



9NFTMANIA investing and holding 
genuine NFT 







ROAD MAP OF NFT MANIA 

 



Association with other  NFT brands 

9Nftmania has considered other NFT brands 
such as Metanft, Crazy for NFT, Young NFT, 
Coreman .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AIR DROP AND REWARDS 

 9NFTMANIA is also contributing 

significant efforts in awarding people with 

genuine NFT.  

 



You may also visit the twitter handle of 9NFTMANIA 

where different poll are conducted to know the market 

trend and views of people regarding existing NFT.  

  

 



Promotion of Paid social platform 

 9NFTMANIA has also considered paid 

social platform fireside Farm for awareness 

of genuine NFT brands. 



PI ISSUE 
PI network has gained much popularity in last 4 years. There are lot of person who 

have PI account but there is still issue with their KYC. On other hand there is hype 

of PI coin  that its price may be $314159 in future 

Do you think the value of Pi will be $314159 in the future? 

It is observed that there are many people and organizations who are claim to accept 

PI against their premium services and goods. 

There are several popular exchanges that have started trading IOU (I 

own you) contracts of PI ranging from $30 to $300 even without 

launching of PI mainnet. Posting on Twitter, facebook and other social 

media is free thus it is easy to create a hype of any project.  

 

"Oil and truth must come out." 
 

There is always something fundamental behind the growth of cryptocurrency.  Let's 

Talk about the present situation of PI. There are Million of PI holder in the world 

who have done their KYC successfully.  Holders who are minting from 2020 have 

more than 1000 PI in their wallet.  Thus we could consider that the supply of PI is 

too much. 

There are several scams that are presently being made under the name of the PI 

network. A lot of people are saying on social networks that they could buy PI in bulk 

at the rate of $25 to $35 and they would pay after getting a lot of PI. But they don't 

pay single panny after recieving PI in first lot. Why they are cheating if they could 

avail the services and products of more than $314 on single PI ? These things are 

confusing us. 

 

 



9NFTMANIA INITIATIVE 

The famous NFT Brand 9NFTMANIA has opted to simulate the voting 

where PI NFT has been created and published on the open sea market. 

The initial price is set from  1 Matic to 100 Matic. Its total supply is 100 K. 

If you think that PI price could be $314159, you could vote by buying this 

PI NFT.  

“Let's see how much Oil is in the dunes. “ 

9nftmania is also a great holder of PI as is evident from its regular posts 

on the Firewire platform. The motto of 9nftmania is that holding of single 

PI NFT vote would create a positive impact on the worldwide acceptance 

of PI. So the respected person who claims that 1 PI would be equal to 

$314159 could vote by holding NFT on the following link. 

https://opensea.io/assets/matic/0x2953399124f0cbb46d2cbacd8a89cf0

599974963/10169580680698084457744770961579800601810015729741

934802609293746283126818464 
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Why Invest PI NFT 

 9NFTMANIA has developed three PI NFT 
at opensea market place for the person 
who have strong believe in PI.  

 

 

 

 

 

 9NFTMANIA is also holder of PI and 
promoting its NFT on PI based social 
platform “Fireside Farm” on regular 
basis. 

 Every post on “Fireside Farm” requires 
fire and 100 fire = 1PI. 

 Thus 9NFTMANIA has to make 
expenditure in form of PI.  

 



Worth of PI NFTs 

 Till now 9NFTMANIA has spend about 100+ PI on the “Fire 

side” Farm in order to promote these NFTs on regular basis.  

 Because there is approximately 2-3 PI consumption to 

generate fires on regular bases. 

 So you could judge the worth of these NFTs. 

 Calculation of Present cost of "Vote for "One PI=314,159$" NFT 

 10000+ FIREWIRE have been used till now to promote this NFT  

10000 FIREWIRE = 100PI  

Total supply of NFT is 100000 

Rate of each NFT in PI = 100/100000 = 0.001 

Thus 0.001 PI is the present rate of this NFT. 

If conscious value of PI is considered $314159 

Then the cost of Each NFT should be at least 

$314159x0.001 = $314.159 

But present price of this NFT is $1 to $10 

And you may buy it from Opensea market place  



Collection Links 

 Collections on Young Parrot  (Satoshi Core Chain) 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/game-of-cards#Items 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/kaizen#Items 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/unigecko#Items 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/nft-girl#Items 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/whole-piece-

collection#Items 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/blockavtar#Items 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/cute-ghost#Items 

 https://app.youngparrotnft.com/core/collections/smart-cat#Items 

 

 Collection on Opensea market place (Polygon Matic ) 

 https://opensea.io/9nftmania 
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WEBSITE: ht tps : / /9nf tmania .com 

EMAIL ID:  9 .nf tmania@gmai l .com 

Twitter :  @9nftmania  

Telegram :  @NFTMANIA9 

Contact Details 

https://9nftmania.com/
mailto:9.nftmania@gmail.com

